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Buzz and pipelines: knowledge and decision-making in a global business services precinct

Abstract

This paper provides an historical analysis of an urban services district through its examination of the Melbourne wool trade precinct in the 1920s. It is a study of both a local and global community whose social and spatial interaction facilitated large scale trade of a complex commodity that has rarely been examined. Geographic mapping of the local and global connections of the precinct has been combined with archival evidence. It reveals the ‘buzz’ of the Melbourne precinct, created by local social and professional connections amongst wool brokers and buyers. ‘Pipelines’ to wool growing and textile regions were developed through overseas branches of firms, with global knowledge exchanged through correspondence, telegraph, and migration. These features shaped the progress of the trade, facilitating improvements in its infrastructure and in the ability of Melbourne’s woolbrokers and buyers to fulfil their role as intermediaries in the global supply chain for this complex commodity.
I. *Introduction*

A certain atmosphere filled the centre of the growing Australian coastal cities by the late nineteenth century. For Melbourne, as for most, it was the sight, sound and smell of wool on the move – vast volumes arriving from inland by road, river and rail, unloaded into warehouses, increasingly sold in auction rooms, and then loaded onboard vessels for shipment to overseas mills. Such fervent activity required manpower, horse power, equipment, and buildings that lined many city blocks. The rural sheep station was the source of wool production, but urban enterprise brought it to market and connected farmers to buyers across the world. The result, for bush and city, was prosperity that drove the Australian economy forwards beyond Federation.

The key to Melbourne’s wool trade, though less discernible at first blush, was the quieter but constant ‘throng’ of wool firms, concentrated in a precinct along the western end of Collins Street and at the Melbourne Wool Exchange (MWE) around the corner in King St. A vast array of brokers, buyers and exporters conducted the buying and selling services of the trade. To extend the sound metaphor, there was a ‘buzz’ as leading firms and figures of the international wool trade mingled with one another in business, politics and social activities. In an era before scientific testing, the sale of an heterogeneous product like wool was infused with rich and diverse forms of proprietorial knowledge. Interaction enabled all parties to learn from one another about the numerous properties of wool and its complex sale process. Complementing the local buzz were national and international ‘pipelines’, which carried letters and cables updating firms and their representatives on the state of the market in Melbourne.
and around the world.¹ The ability of sellers and buyers, at the service stage of the supply chain, to form accurate judgements from these multiple sources of information was critical to the success of production located on either side of the world – growing wool in the southern hemisphere and manufacturing textiles in the northern.

Our focus is Melbourne in the 1920s. Melbourne (767,000) was the second most populous Australian city behind Sydney (899,000) at the 1921 census and was at least three times the size of the next largest centres, Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth respectively.² Along with Sydney, Melbourne had become one of the leading centres of the international wool trade after the relocation of the sales from Europe to the southern hemisphere from the late nineteenth century. It was also prominent in the Australian market, capturing 25 per cent of Australian wool sales. Brisbane, Adelaide, Fremantle, Albury, Geelong, Ballarat, Hobart, and Launceston were smaller selling centres in Australia. Wellington, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and Cape Town were leading sales centres in the other major wool producing nations of New Zealand, Argentina, Uruguay and South Africa respectively. By the 1920s, market relocation was reaching its completion and many European woolbuying firms had set up branches in Australia. However, the trade faced many challenges, particularly the impact of World War One and the competition of artificial fibres.

By examining the role of urban services in the global supply chain of Australian resource exports, we contribute a commercial angle to what we already know about Melbourne as an industrial city. This provides a rare historical study of a service district rather than more commonly analysed industrial districts. We also contribute to studies
of commodities and their global supply chains. Wool was a key element of the boom in primary produce selling that dominated world trade in the three decades before 1914, and yet is absent from recent studies of commodity chains. Our paper highlights the importance of multiple sources of knowledge for understanding the heterogenous character of wool, and the role of services in co-ordinating a highly-intermediated commodity trade. It utilises digital methods – in the form of geographic mapping – to understand the local and global connections of the wool precinct, complementing the emphasis of geography in the literature on business clusters. Finally, we illuminate a key issue in Australian economic history – the reasons for heavy urbanisation of the Australian population and the competing claims of town and country as the main source of development.

In the remainder of the paper we analyse the operation of Melbourne's interwar wool precinct as a service cluster. Section II discusses the frameworks used to understand industrial districts and regional clusters, including the role of local and global connections in service industries. Section III explains the growth of local auction centres, and the role of wool in Australian development. Section IV describes the methodology used. Section V analyses the interactions of Melbourne-based firms in the local environment, and their connections to the global economy. Section VI examines how the buzz and pipelines of Melbourne’s wool precinct shaped the progress of the trade in the 1920s.

II. Urban areas and industrial districts
Industrial districts are areas of geographic, social, organisational, and institutional proximity, and are of interest to those seeking to foster innovation and develop regional economies. First specified by Alfred Marshall in the nineteenth century, the ‘canonical Marshallian model’ involves specialisation, information exchange, and pools of skilled labour arising from the concentration of small and medium enterprises from a particular sector in a local geographic area. Industrial districts fell from favour in the early twentieth century, in the wake of models of industrial progress that focussed on mass production by large, vertically-integrated corporations. Interest in industrial districts was revived in the 1970s by Italian scholars who observed a growing number of decentralised regions of firm agglomeration in the North of Italy. Since then, many analogous case studies have included districts in the UK and North America that produced light, labour-intensive goods like clothing and textiles, shoes, jewellery, and furniture.

The ‘canonical’ model emphasises localised connections within a specific typology. In recognition of the contingent nature of economic and regional development, the model has been broadened to other agglomerations, including technological districts like Silicon Valley, media districts such as Los Angeles or Vancouver, and financial districts like the City of London. Regional cluster has been adopted, most notably by Michael Porter, as a more inclusive definition that describes the ways in which concentrations of firms and institutions affect the development of a region.

In regional clusters, physical agglomerations save on transport costs and create external economies of scale in the organisation and infrastructure of the trade. Pools of skilled
labour ease recruitment, increase the chance that employees are members of ‘invisible colleges’ (and thus have interpersonal ties outside the organisation), and contribute to greater mobility between proximate firms. Clusters are also centres of interaction, increasing face to face encounters, reputation-building and accountability that encourages knowledge-sharing, trust, social capital and co-operation, and allows firms to monitor competitors. Clusters may have governance structures like trade associations, which curb opportunistic behaviours and provide services such as training, market forecasting, capital, and quality control mechanisms. Members may share socio-cultural traits – such as a similar social class or adherence to ‘gentlemanly discourse’ – that ease communication. They may benefit from access to the infrastructure of state or national capitals, large government institutions, or public universities. Agglomerations contribute to the flow of skills, knowledge, reputation, trust, and contacts. This achieves what Chandler argued was only possible through large vertically-integrated corporations – economies of scale, greater efficiency, and better co-ordination through the supply chain.

While localisation is key for the operation of regional clusters, global reach is also vital for firms, serving as the ‘pipelines’ that channel resources amongst those in similar industries. Global connections are often facilitated through organisational links, as trade and communication across vast distances requires trust, accountability, and formal co-ordination. In the ‘hub and spoke’ form, one or several large firms play a pivotal role in local business by dominating the supply chain and engaging with global networks of inputs and investment. ‘Satellite industrial platforms’ involve large branch facilities,
located in the district, but externally-owned and headquartered. Both models recognise the value of global communication for firms in a regional cluster, allowing them access to different knowledge than is available in the local area. This mitigates the stagnation of knowledge and labour market connections in the district. The local ‘buzz’ and the global ‘pipelines’ are thus complementary, with firms able to combine ideas from far-flung sources with those derived from proximate partners.

The regional cluster has been an attractive framework with which to analyse the contextual and contingent nature of firm development over time. Most historical literature examines industrial production from the UK, including textiles in Yorkshire and Lancashire, jewellery-making in Birmingham, cutlery in Sheffield, and chemical manufacture in Widnes. Other locations – including East Asia, Continental Europe, America, and Australia – have been covered, if less frequently. There is a focus on the production of industrial goods, generally textiles or light manufactures, with little attention paid to the effects of agglomeration on other parts of the supply chain.

Similarly, Australia’s urban economic history narrative has largely focussed on the rise and decline of manufacturing districts from about the 1860s to 1960s and their importance in shaping city development. Adopting a comparative perspective, though, McCarty and Frost have portrayed Melbourne as one of a series of new urban frontiers in the nineteenth-century settler economies alongside such cities as Auckland, Vancouver, San Francisco, Buenos Aires, and Los Angeles. In contrast to many earlier urban expansions, especially in Britain, Europe and the American east coast, these spacious cities consisted of both commercial and industrial districts, had a close
relationship with resource extraction in the hinterland, and were surrounded by spreading surburia in place of constricted inner slum areas.25

We study a service district – firms involved in brokerage, finance, and export services for the wool industry, clustered in a neighbourhood in downtown Melbourne. Services are generally viewed as subsidiary to traditional industrial districts – as benefitting from agglomeration but secondary to the main source of production. In the historical literature, service clusters are rarely examined, though Liverpool’s trade networks, Majorca’s tourism industry, and financial services in the City of London are exceptions.26

For Melbourne, the manufacturing expansion of the inner suburbs in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was closely associated with local population growth and protective tariffs. We know less about the growth of export services in the central business district over a similar period except for the trading business of the leading mining firms largely conducted from a single building.27 Contrary to industrial districts, service clusters draw less on scale economies derived by large enterprises with sizeable labour forces and capital-intensive investments. Although firm specialisation, pools of labour, and proximity to physical infrastructure are relevant, the key source of efficiency for service districts is as centres of knowledge and interaction.

As the focus of service firms is on the provision of contacts and advice to clients, high-quality, up-to-date knowledge is paramount to success. Clusters provide access to tacit knowledge through informal activities and face-to-face contact. They are the meeting place of the industry’s press, and international pools of labour, increasing the district’s access to global knowledge.28 Interactions with clients and co-operation with other
firms are also key elements of service industries. Geographic proximity, particularly within urban areas, is necessary for building these types of relationships. Clusters are the meeting places where deals are made, relationships are established, and trust is generated.  

We contribute to the literature on regional clusters and industrial districts by analysing a distinctive service activity. We extend previous historical work on service districts by examining the clustering of services for the wool trade. Wool’s specific features – as a tactile and heterogeneous commodity – required up-to-date knowledge and highly-trained international traders. This encouraged localisation around the main selling centres. Global connections played a complementary role, providing the pipelines through which the precinct had access to knowledge and contacts at either end of the supply chain. The wool trade is thus an excellent example of complementarity between local ‘buzz’ and global ‘pipelines’ in regional clusters.

III. **Formation and growth of the Australian wool market**

Wool production and export featured large in the colonial Australian economies from the 1820s. The reproducible nature of livestock, the rapidly rising demand for wool by British then European textile manufacturers, and the availability of foreign finance drove the continual expansion of settlement across much of Australia and the growth in the size of the clip through the nineteenth century. ‘Squatters’, who settled on land without legal title, exploited the comparative advantage in pastoralism: low labour costs
and cheap inland grazing in lower rainfall areas. Land legislation by mid-century provided some security for squatters while also making provision for smaller scale more intensive pastoralism and farming. Except during the mining boom of the 1850s and the severe drought from the mid-1890s, wool dominated exports with a share averaging 40 to 50 per cent in the 1870s and 1880s, reaching 56 per cent in 1891.\textsuperscript{31} This helped to fund the importation of capital equipment and manufactures. Australia became the world’s largest wool producer and exporter by the end of the nineteenth century accounting for around 40 per cent of global exports.\textsuperscript{32} From the 1890s, refrigerated exports of meat provided alternative choices for graziers between fine-wool producing merino or crossbreed sheep, the latter yielding lower quality wool but a more valuable carcass.

Wool faced challenges as a source of progress. Critics have observed the lack of modern technology or linkages to other parts of the economy that might have sustained this initial growth through diversification.\textsuperscript{33} Like most commodities, demand and supply were cyclical. The mining booms of the 1850s threatened to denude the pastoral sector of labour and finance. This was short-lived but the financial crisis of the early 1890s, followed by the drought years 1896-1902, depressed profits and halved the sheep population. Guaranteed sales at high prices to the British government’s monopsony in World War One brought a return to prosperity. The 1920s were difficult years with a postwar production glut, lower prices, debates over future marketing methods, and the rise of alternative fibres. Nonetheless, and despite an advancing manufacturing sector,
wool continued to dominate the nation's exports in this decade, with a share of around 30 per cent.³⁴

When Australian wool exports came to prominence in the mid nineteenth century, most wool was consigned to London, where it was sold by auction and the proceeds returned to Australia through trading banks.³⁵ For various reasons, particularly the growing geographic diversification of buyers to include Japanese and many Continental European firms, the wool auctions shifted from London to the Australian port cities from where purchases were shipped directly to the buying nation.³⁶ This process began in the last two decades of the nineteenth century and was largely complete by the 1920s. A similar shift to domestic sale occurred in the other major wool growing nations of New Zealand, South Africa, Argentina and Uruguay.

As the wool market shifted to Australia some of the local stock and station agents who had forwarded farmers’ wool to London reinvented themselves as wool brokers to conduct the Australian auctions. Regional wool broking associations came into being from the 1890s to coordinate auctions in each city among these firms. After World War One, a national body, the National Council of Wool Selling Brokers in Australia (NCWSBA), was formed to coordinate sales nationally at a time of oversupply. Foreign wool buyers, who had pushed for local sales to avoid an entrepôt trade via London, established overseas branches in Australia. For growers, it meant the opportunity to observe the sale of their wool at auctions. From being little more than a minor node on the global supply chain, the Australian cities became the centre of the critical decision-making services of the trade. Sydney and Melbourne became the largest wool markets
in the world, outcompeting the long-established markets of London and Continental Europe.

Australia’s sheep population was predominantly merino with a minority of cross-breed types. There were numerous specific breeds pastured across widely differing climatic regions and under different farming practices, which affected the qualities of the wool produced. The land subdivision policies of the second half of the nineteenth century, the opportunities for mixed farming brought about by refrigeration, together with returning soldier settler schemes after World War One created many different groups of wool producers. As Belgian woolbuyers Dewez noted, ‘The buying of wool and sheepskins is an intricate business which demands expert knowledge and infinite care’.

The heterogeneous character of wool required a different form of marketing from other commodities that were sold directly to merchants or processors. Selling brokers, acting as intermediaries between the growers and buyers, provided comprehensive marketing services in return for a percentage commission. They needed immense knowledge of the complex wool trade in order to get the best deal for their farmer clients. Woolbuyers equally needed to form judgements about the suitability of each wool lot for the manufacturing needs of their overseas principals. Among the various criteria they looked for were the length, diameter, crimp and hue of the fibre. By the 1920s there were around 1500 different micron cross-sectional measures of fineness. Most wool was sold and exported in its greasy raw form and therefore the buyer had to estimate its likely yield after cleaning and scouring. For both broker and buyer some of these
qualities were measurable, others relied on experiential knowledge that necessitated viewing and handling the wool. Finally, growers needed to understand how their wool was sold and the choices made by buyers to feedback into their business decisions. The wool service district facilitated a closely-knit trading community of small, human capital rich firms from across the globe for whom diverse but accurate commercial and product information and tactile skills were critical features.

IV. Visualising Melbourne’s wool precinct

To understand Melbourne’s interwar wool precinct, we have combined digital and archival historical methods. We have mapped the local and global connections of wool brokers using geographic information systems (GIS) software. The use of geographic mapping for historical inquiry is well-established.\(^3^9\) Software such as QGIS combines attribute and spatial data, visualising the nature of various phenomena in relation to their location on a world map.\(^4^0\) Despite the importance of geography for industrial districts, the historical literature has rarely used digital methods to map firms based on their geographic location.\(^4^1\) Our data are based on Skinner’s *The world’s wool* (hereafter referred to as ‘Skinner’s’), an annual directory of the trade that commenced in 1927. This lists every firm worldwide that was involved in the buying and selling of wool, including their locations within each country, and the functional activities that they engaged in. The names, locations, and functions of firms listed in the directory have been transcribed into a vast dataset that indicates the global reach and geographic
agglomeration of the international wool trade. The Skinner’s directory has been supplemented by other sources, primary and secondary, to derive as accurate a demographic record of the precinct as possible.

The names and addresses of all firms in Melbourne in 1927 were matched with longitude and latitude co-ordinates. Working with QGIS, the result is a map of the Melbourne CBD, with point markers showing the location of firms, and larger point markers indicating that more than one firm held an office at that address. The data were contextualised by overlaying an historic map of Melbourne from the 1927 Morgan’s Street Directory. The Skinner’s database was then used to map national and global connections for our population by matching the list of Melbourne-based firms with their other offices interstate or overseas. The locations that each firm operated in were recorded and matched with longitude and latitude co-ordinates for that city. In QGIS, this resulted in a global map, with ties between Melbourne and other cities based on whether a firm had operations in both. Visualising these data with ties (rather than simply point markers) emphasises that the Melbourne wool precinct was connected to a global system of trade, migration, capital, and information.

Building on this geographic visualisation is an analysis of the way in which this precinct operated. The database evidence of firm functions illuminates specialisation and complementarity between wool trade firms, and differences between local firms and those oriented nationally or internationally. Archival records for the major wool trade bodies in Melbourne in the 1920s complements this evidence. These include the wool buyers and brokers associations, the MWE, and the local meetings of the NCWSBA. The
papers of Belgian woolbuyer, Toussaint Dewez, indicate a firm embedded in the precinct but with extensive overseas branches and global trade routes. The archives demonstrate the interactions among firms and individuals within the wool precinct and connecting to their overseas offices, particularly through regular meetings supported by statistics and correspondence.

V. *Local buzz and global pipelines*

Melbourne’s location on the Yarra River, at the head of Port Phillip Bay, and close to the ports of Williamstown and Port Melbourne provided an ideal location for interstate and international trade. Its CBD developed from a rectangular grid, originally designed by Robert Hoddle, about a mile long and half a mile wide. Flanked by industrial inner city surburbs, such as Fitzroy and Collingwood, by the later nineteenth century, the CBD became a thriving business services centre with proximity to government buildings, and suburban and intercity train services.

By 1927, 121 wool trade firms operated from Melbourne’s CBD; only Sydney hosted more firms. Figure 1 applies street addresses of firms listed in Skinner’s to a contemporary street map of the CBD grid to reveal the location and density of the wool trade. All but one of the firms were located within what we describe as the ‘wool precinct’, an area covering a rectangular block of six streets by three and proximate to the rail and port connections at the west end of the CBD. The original location of wool trade firms, prior to the auction system, was determined by its proximity to a freight
transport hub consisting of Spencer St railway station, the lower Yarra riverdocks and wharfside warehouses. However, following the relocation of the auction system, this area transformed from a freight trans-shipment place to a thriving business services precinct. Distances within the precinct were easily walked within a few minutes and the limited road traffic fostered a high degree of intimacy and connection among premises. Most firms were concentrated in Collins, Little Collins St (45 firms), King St (37), and William St (25) with a remaining handful in Flinders, Bourke or La Trobe Streets.

Figure 1. Melbourne’s wool precinct. Data based on listings in Skinner’s The world’s wool. Point markers indicate a firm had their office at that address. Larger point markers indicate that more firms had their offices at that address. Scale 1:2,946.
The largest concentration was 28 firms that rented offices at 122 King St, the home of the MWE. The Exchange was built in 1911 with the intention of becoming the ‘pastoral centre of Melbourne’. It was a striking four-storey building whose central feature was an impressive purpose-built amphitheatre saleroom that was surrounded by a series of offices. While its primary function was to conduct regular wool auctions, it served as a central institution and a key meeting point within the precinct. Brokers and buyers met here almost daily for the conduct of the auctions. Industry associations rented offices and held regular meetings in the building. Jointly owned by the largest broker firms through their industry body (the Melbourne Woolbrokers Association, hereafter the MWA), the Exchange’s other tenants indicate its wider relevance to local trade, politics and society – the Pastoral Review, the West End Club, the Parliamentary Works Committee, Valentine Publishing, and the War Museum (see figure 2). In addition, lectures that provided education and information about the wool trade were organised in the saleroom. Association with key infrastructure of the wool trade developed legitimacy and reputation amongst trading firms, industry associations, and subsidiary organisations.
Further concentrations of firms existed around the junctions of William with Collins and Little Collins streets. The Australia Club was embedded in this neighbourhood, providing an opportunity for conversations and social interaction beyond business premises, but with a view to building knowledge and connections within the trade. A block further north on William St the Menzies Hotel was used for social interaction and business meetings. The wool precinct was a place where friendships were made, trust built, and knowledge exchanged.
However, the connections of the Melbourne wool trade extended far beyond its western CBD precinct. Hastened by the nineteenth-century revolution in transport and communications, commodities, people, finance and information were carried great distances across the Australian continent and much of the globe. The rail system reached into the pastoral districts and connected colonies and cities by the end of the nineteenth century. Combined with the coastal trade, it carried buyers interstate between sales, wool from the hinterland, and brokers to maintain contact with their network of inland branches and agencies. At least 41 firms had branches in other parts of Australia, especially buyers in Sydney and brokers in the hinterland. The advent of oceanic liner trades in the second half of the nineteenth century and the introduction of steam to the long intercontinental voyages by the early twentieth, facilitated the distribution of wool exports to distant parts of the globe. Accompanying it was a correspondence written by buyers and brokers containing rich descriptions of wool markets, reinforced by visits back to head offices in the auction close season for personal briefings.

Transport routes were complemented by telegraphic communication, which provided instant market information and the exchange of views across the globe. The first telegraph office in the southern hemisphere had been established in the Melbourne wool precinct in 1854 at the north-east corner of William and Little Bourke streets. Initially, this connected locally to the port of Williamstown for prompt information about shipping arrivals, but by 1872 the oceanic cable connected to Europe providing timely market information for buyers in Melbourne. By the 1920s weekly market
reports were transmitted from Australia to national wool industry organisations throughout the northern hemisphere, particularly the British Wool Federation, *Union des Negociants en Laine* (France), the American Wool Association, and Japan Wool Importers Association who shared this information with local manufacturers. Buyers entries in Skinner’s provide details of the telegraph companies who handled their own commercial-in-confidence messages, often encrypted, while they also drew on popular code books, such as ABC or Bentley’s, that were designed to save money by reducing common phrases to single words. Woolbuyers Dewez relied upon individual codes for their extensive list of clients worldwide, and private codes for market-sensitive information.

Table 1: Office locations of Melbourne firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Number of firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sydney (AU)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roubaix-Tourcoing (FR)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (UK)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brisbane (AU)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremantle (AU)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellington (NZ)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford (UK)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Elizabeth (ZA)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide (AU)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buenos Aires (AG)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christchurch (NZ)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth (AU)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East London (ZA)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durban (ZA)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montevideo (UR)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auckland (NZ)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahia Blanca (AG)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunedin (NZ)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geelong (AU)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto (CA)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antwerp (BG)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (SW)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galashiels (SC)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huddersfield (UK)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launceston (AU)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leicester (UK)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig (GM)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool (UK)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazamet (FR)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmerston North (NZ)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rouen (FR)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin (CH)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo (JP)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verviers (BG)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Firm locations based on listings in Skinner’s *The world’s wool*. Many firms had offices in more than one location, so the total number of cities is greater than the total number of firms.

Table 1 lists 42 firms in the Melbourne wool trade with overseas offices in 1927. As firm advertisements in Skinner’s intimate, many also had overseas agencies. Thomas Laycock, a Bradford wool merchant, had branches in Melbourne, Sydney, Christchurch and Port Elizabeth as well as agencies in Boston, Colmar, Bremen, Amsterdam, and Gothenberg. Based on the data in table 1, figure 3 uses QGIS to show connections between Melbourne and other cities where a firm had branch operations in both locations. Thicker ties indicate a greater number of firms traded in both cities. Figures 4 and 5 show the Australasian and European regions in more detail. Melbourne firms had offices in fourteen countries across six continents. Melbourne was thus part of a global trading system – with very strong connections across Australia, to the UK and Western Europe. The connections to the other southern hemisphere growing centres, in New
Zealand, South Africa, Argentina and Uruguay, indicated buyers arbitraging between the different national markets. Firms had to possess a close understanding and knowledge of the wool qualities offered for sale in each market and timely information about changes in supply and prices across centres.

Figure 3. Global wool connections from Melbourne. Data based on listings in Skinner’s The World’s Wool. Ties between Melbourne and other cities indicate that a firm had offices in both cities. Thicker ties indicate that a greater number of firms had offices in both cities. Scale 1:105,000,000.
Figure 4. Australasian wool trade networks. Data based on listings in Skinner’s The world's wool. Ties between Melbourne and other cities indicates that a firm had offices in both cities. Thicker ties indicate that a greater number of firms had offices in both cities. Scale 1:31,000,000.
Figure 5. Wool connections to Northern European textile centers. Data based on listings in Skinner's *The world's wool*. Ties between Melbourne and other cities indicates that a firm had offices in both cities. Thicker ties indicate that a greater number of firms had offices in both cities. Scale 1:15,500,000.

Connections to the northern hemisphere were to supply the woollen textile industries of Europe, particularly Bradford in the UK and the Lille-Tourcoing-Roubaix district in the borderlands of France and Belgium, commonly known as Flanders. These were two of the principal woollen manufacturing areas in Europe. There were more modest connections into North America, who predominantly drew on domestic supply sources behind a wool tariff. Asian branches in Japan and China were very few but grew
substantially later in the twentieth century. The only Asian connection in 1927 was Mitsui’s from Melbourne and Sydney to Tientsin (Tianjin) and its head office in Tokyo. Japanese imports of Australian wool grew rapidly in the interwar period but the absence of greater connections may reflect the size, diversity and vertical integration of Japanese firms, mostly zaibatsu, compared with the European buyers. Their focus was their corporate pipeline back to Tokyo more than the buzz of Melbourne. Mitsui along with Kanematsu, who were the first Japanese buyers in Australia established in Sydney in 1890, accounted for 50 per cent of Japanese wool imports from Australia in 1931-2. They transported this wool, along with wheat, metal and ores, in company ships for use in their own factories in Japan.

As we noted earlier, the wool trade consisted of several distinct groups of firms primarily wool selling brokers and wool buying firms. Wool was purchased through buying brokers on behalf of their customers or bought directly by buyers representing manufacturers. Table 2 indicates the distribution of firms between these functions.

Table 2: Wool trade firms of Melbourne by function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Number of firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wool broker (buying and selling)</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool buying broker</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyer</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exporter</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool selling broker</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auctioneer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Note: Functions based on listings in Skinner’s *The world’s wool*. Many firms listed more than one function, so the total number of functions is greater than the total number of firms.

About nine selling brokers conducted the auctions. A couple were local Victorian firms, the others sold across most of the Australian city auctions. Two brokers also operated in New Zealand, and four had an office in London, which was partly a legacy from the older tradition of London sales but also enabled them to keep abreast of developments in the London auctions that continued on a smaller scale. Their main attention, though, was their farmer clientele spread far and wide across Victoria and interstate. As we saw earlier, many brokers had their origins as rural stock and station agents and continued to draw heavily upon networks of branches or local agencies in pastoral areas for their supply of wool to sell but also for their sources of knowledge about its production. While ostensibly competitors, the selling brokers developed strong co-operative practices to ensure the auction functioned efficiently. The need to co-operate, the stability of the group of firms, their regular interaction in the precinct, and their similar backgrounds helped breed rich seams of social capital through which trust and co-operation flourished.58

The buyers were a larger, more diverse group. As indicated in table 2, 31 firms listed buying broker among their occupations, 19 listed themselves as a buyer, and some listed both. Terms like exporter and merchant were also used presumably with a similar role in mind. 67 firms used the more ambiguous term ‘wool broker’ among their designations. This may have reflected compilation challenges for Skinner’s or the fact
that some buyers occasionally re-sold wool bought at auction. Even on the extreme assumption that none of the firms who designated themselves only as ‘wool broker’ were buyers, we can still conclude that most firms in the precinct bought wool. Some buyers were small local firms that operated solely from their Melbourne office fulfilling orders on behalf of overseas and a few local manufacturers. Through a variety of sources, including newspapers and histories, we have estimated that at least 36 of the buying firms in the Melbourne precinct were headquartered overseas or were Australian firms with foreign branches. Some Australian firms were established by foreign buyers domiciled in Australia who had left their principal’s firm to set up on their own.

Table 1 indicates that about 16 firms were connected to the French textile industry. There was a distinct French-speaking Flanders diaspora among woolbuying firms, who drew heavily upon family and friends to represent them in Australia. Many of these firms began arriving in Australia at the end of the nineteenth century as the local auction system expanded, regular direct shipping services were commenced by Messageries Maritimes (1884) supplying both people and post in return for wool exports, and the French bank Comptoir d’Escompte de Paris (1881) set up in Australia to provide financial services to the wool trade. German, Austrian, and Italian firms were also prominent in Melbourne. The English woollen textile industry was supplied by a range of British and Australian firms along with a few of the larger multinational buying brokers from Europe.
Most foreign firms sent one or two individual buyers to Australia, principally Sydney and Melbourne, who were carefully trained to understand wool. They often had kinship ties to those who remained on the Continent, facilitating trust and co-ordination across vast distances. Buyers were required to provide regular detailed correspondence and were often called back for a briefing during June and July, when it was summer in Europe and the auctions had finished for the season in Australia. They were expected to remain at their posting for at least a decade. This demonstrates the care firms took to ensure they had skilled and knowledgeable representatives in foreign wool markets.

The combination of the buyer's skills with local networks in Australia, sources of information across global markets, and the omnipresent diaspora provided buyers with the mix of tacit and codified information they needed to bid effectively in the auction room. As one writer has put it, 'the buyer converted his tactile and visual impressions into monetary values, attempting to match his orders against the lots on offer, noting his own price estimates and top limits on the catalogue'. Dewez were clear about the great value they attached to their Melbourne woolbuyers, 'The results of the business depend entirely on the skill and ability and personal efforts of these officers ... [including their] knowledge and skill and experience in Australia and overseas'.

An example of a buying broker with global reach was Masurel Fils, originally founded in Roubaix, France in 1846. One of the earliest foreign buying firms to arrive in Australia in the 1880s, by the 1920s its Melbourne office at 131 William St, adjacent to the MWE, was part of its global network of branches buying wool in Sydney, Wellington, Durban, Port Elizabeth, East London, Buenos Aires, and Montevideo. The
firm then shipped wool from these locations to European textile districts including via Dunkirk to Roubaix, via Hull to Bradford, and through Antwerp, Bremen, and Hamburg.\textsuperscript{62}

Similar to the woolbrokers, social capital developed in the form of a camaraderie and ‘cosmopolitan fraternity’ among the foreign buyers who followed the same daily routine, travelled back to Europe together, lived in similar neighbourhoods such as the Melbourne suburb of Kew, and often sent their children to school together.\textsuperscript{63} While British cultural mores were well established in Australia, the Continental buyers fostered cultural and commercial organisations in Australia such as the Société française de Victoria in 1884 and the Alliance Française, whose first branch in Australia was formed in Melbourne in 1890.\textsuperscript{64} French commercial organisations soon followed including the French Chamber of Commerce and Trade Commisioners. Like the brokers, they realised the benefits of co-operation and sharing combined with healthy competition.

VI. The operation of Melbourne’s interwar wool trade

Archival evidence, particularly the minutes of meetings held in the precinct, indicate how the local buzz and international pipelines shaped the progress of the wool trade in the 1920s, including its response to difficult trading conditions, the channels developed for feedback and improvement, the care taken to identify and distinguish wool quality and types, and the specialisations of individual firms.
The trade faced serious challenges in the post-World War One decade. These included a large wool glut, the transition back to selling by auction, the increased competition from other fibres especially rayon, a cost-price squeeze, the re-integration of servicemen into industry and trade, and the distrust among firms from former combat nations. The close co-operation among members of the wool trade, channelled particularly through industry associations, positioned it well to tackle these challenges. The detailed minutes testify to the cohesive manner in which the trade responded to difficulties. At the end of one meeting of the MWA, chairman Davidson stated ‘the brokers were always prepared to meet with the buyers in open conference ... [to] discuss and settle any differences’, a camaraderie that stretched beyond the precinct to the cricket pitch in matches arranged between brokers and buyers.

However, relations were strained by World War One, which profoundly affected those working in the global wool trade. Australians volunteered in large numbers including employees of the major woolbroking firms. European woollen manufacturers and traders were caught in the midst of some of the heaviest fighting in the Flanders region of France and Belgium where many worked and lived. In the aftermath of the 1918 armistice, there was tension within the woolbuying community in Melbourne between British, French and Belgian facing German, Italian and Austrian firms. In August 1919, the committee of the Victorian Woolbuyers Association discussed proposals to limit the activities of buyers from Germany, Austria and other former enemy nations including their exclusion from membership or holding office in the association and permitting them only intermittent access to auctions. German names disappeared from buyer
lists after 1918 and it was not until 1922, that Mr C. Schurr, a German buyer and committee member before 1914, was re-admitted to the association.\textsuperscript{67} By 1930 German buyer M. Eberhardi had become a committee member and the following year so too did S. Akamatsu from Japan, reflecting the growth of that market.\textsuperscript{68} The minutes of the industry associations confirm that tensions soon abated in the close community of the wool precinct.

Brokers and buyers cooperated to improve the effectiveness of the wool marketing system. The wartime and postwar centralised marketing schemes brought home to growers the realisation that alternative forms of marketing existed. The expanding army of small primary producers, operating on narrow margins in difficult times, and energised by the support of the Country Party (formed in 1920) reflected on the margin extracted by the middleman broker.\textsuperscript{69} Conscious of this threat to their livelihood and the uncertain trading conditions, the brokers worked with the buyers’ and growers’ representatives to improve the marketing system. In January 1921, a meeting of the buyers and brokers associations agreed to 28 procedural changes including payment and delivery terms, measurement, catalogues, sale dates, market reports, and sampling. Other meetings discussed the rise of improved road transport, using it to leverage better terms from the railway commissioners.\textsuperscript{70} Together these improvements overhauled and expedited the throughput of the trade.\textsuperscript{71}

The wool precinct facilitated learning processes to improve practices such as wool-classing and livestock breeding. In 1926, the MWA discussed the presentation of wool clips, providing advice and noting that they, ‘were always writing to get the man in the
country educated to do what he should do in his own interests’. In August 1928, addressing the question of uniformity in the description of wool, the Victorian Producers Co-operative representative was asked to explain how his organisation distinguished between greasy and fellmongered wool.

These examples reflect the efforts of traders to acquire the information necessary to distinguish between different types and qualities of wool buyers desired. This included a growing amount of provenance information such as the station on which the wool was grown and the name and credentials of any intermediary who reclassed or repacked the wool before it reached the auction room. In effect, this was a move towards branding. Buyers wanted to know if the wool came from New Zealand, what the gender was of the sheep, and that good quality of light and ample space would be provided in the inspection store. Buyers and brokers agreed standard percentages of wool lots that were presented in open bales for inspection. The buyers spoke up against the use of tar in branding or the shearing sheds and the use of binder twine in sewing wool sacks. There was outrage when it was discovered that Younghusband had watered their wool. The acquired expertise of buyers and brokers, their local presence in the vicinity of the auction, and co-operative behaviour fostered effective sorting of an heterogeneous product.

The significance of local and global information sources is given greater lustre if specialisation existed, as this would point to behaviour consistent with successful information sorting. Several major manufacturing centres receiving Melbourne wool were industrial districts of many small firms with specialist production niches.
Concentrated around Bradford and the county of Yorkshire, the English industry was highly fragmented in 1927 with around 850 manufacturers of woollen and worsted goods.\textsuperscript{77} Assisted by technologies that enabled smaller firms to operate efficiently, Roubaix also attracted many small specialist manufacturers.\textsuperscript{78}

The listings and advertisements in Skinner's confirm specialisation as does our knowledge of which textile manufacturing centres were being supplied and with what types of wool. While some global firms such as Masurel bought widely across the spectrum, smaller firms specialised. In October 1930, a meeting was held specifically of 'buyers interested in the English commission business'.\textsuperscript{79} Combining this with information on shipping movements from contemporary newspapers, it is clear that geographic specialisation occurred. The English market was served by Anglo-Australian firms like Dawson, Laycock and Haughton but also several European traders including Flipo, Prevoust, and Kreglinger & Fernau. Most French buyers supplied the Flanders manufacturers who were regarded as producing higher quality woollen clothing compared with mass production items from Bradford.\textsuperscript{80} Mazamet in south-east France specialised in woolskins including shipments from Melbourne firms Armand Guilhou and William Houghton.\textsuperscript{81}

Specialisation by wool type and use was perhaps more significant since it required specialist knowledge and an ability to distinguish the particular needs of principals back in Europe. Some directory entries indicate types of wool in which a firm specialised. While most firms were in Australia to buy greasy merino and crossbred in general, some dealt in combing or clothing wool, some included slipes and wool skins. If they
bought clean wool they might specify whether it was home or bale scoured. Others dealt in tops that were either oil or dry combed. Local buying broker Henry Smith advertised that he would ship to any port specifying ‘Wools suitable for knitting a speciality.


VII. Conclusion

This paper analysed the operations of a large service district for a major commodity. It extended the regional clusters literature, which has largely concentrated on production centres or services for intangible products. Our focus, the wool trade, has largely been overlooked in the history of international commodities in the global era. But wool is especially significant for the clusters literature, as it is a heterogeneous commodity that requires expertise and close inspection. Using a large global database of firms and extensive archival evidence of meetings of associations, we have examined the structure of the trade, particularly its local interaction and international connections, and how it operated in Melbourne in the 1920s.

Our analysis reveals how the local concentration of firms in the compact Melbourne wool precinct created a buzz of interaction among selling brokers and buyers around their offices, in the central saleroom, at meetings, and in social organisations in the
vicinity. This assisted an exchange of information, the sharing of expertise, and the imbuing of tacit knowledge through close engagement with wool selling. Many firms had overseas branches and agencies that provided an international pipeline of information on the wool trade to complement this localisation. Information about global wool markets was exchanged through regular correspondence and cables, and tacit knowledge was gained through regular visits at the end of the selling season. These features shaped the progress of the trade in the difficult conditions of the 1920s. They assisted the recovery of the trade from World War One and the rebuilding of fractured relationships in the sector. Local co-operation and international connections enabled agreed improvements in the efficiency of throughput and offered feedback and branding opportunities to growers, and enabled some firms to specialise by wool type or market.

Our study reveals much about the operations of the key service district in Melbourne’s CBD, particularly how its preponderance of small, often foreign, firms with skilled workers distinguishes it from the manufacturing areas on its periphery. Like manufacturing, its operations moved out to the suburbs later in the twentieth century and its grand buildings repurposed for luxury housing and new business, property and financial services. Further, it motivates research on similar districts, particularly in the international commodity trading centres of other settler economies.
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